
Latin III                     what is on my Final Exam? 

The final exam will be entirely multiple choice and will comprise 100 questions.  The following list 

indicates the number of questions in the section, the directions, and some sample questions:  

I. 12: Comprehension: Read the Latin story about the famous Roman hero and answer each 

question according to the details provided (2-4 choices) 

II. 8: Grammatical constructions: Using the story, answer the questions about the grammar of the 

word as it is used in that particular instance (2-3 choices) 

Example: What is the case of oppidum (line 3)? 

a. nominative   b. accusative   c. genitive 

III. 20: Vocabulary: Mark the letter of the correct English definition of each word; Vocabulary 

taken from (red book) Unit XII Lessons LXIV-LXVI, Unit XIII, (green book) Unit II Lessons X-XVI 

(4 choices) 

Example: iterum 

a. again   b. itinerary  c. journey  d. for  

IV. 10: Derivatives: Mark the letter of the English word that best represents the meaning of the 

underlined derivative according to its Latin root (4 choices) 

Example: His circumlocutions were tiresome to us. 

a. roundabout talk b. wanderings c. elocution  d. slang 

V. 15: Noun and Pronoun Syntax: Choose the best translation for each underlined word or 

phrase.  Nota bene: this section requires knowing ablative constructions and which of them take 

prepositions, among other syntax topics (4 choices) 

Example: The boys were outstanding in virtue. 

a. virtute   b. in virtutem  c. in virtute  d. virtutis 

VI. 10: Noun and Adjective Forms: Choose the correct Latin form for the case/number indicated 

for each noun/adjective pair (3 choices) 

Example: accusative plural of longest wing 
a. longissimās alās  b. longiorēs alae   c. longissimae alae 

VII. 15: Verbs: Choose the best Latin verb according to the directions for each section (3 choices) 

A. Choose the correct subjunctive mood form of each verb, keeping the same person, number, 

and tense  

Example: ponēbam 

a. ponerem  b. ponābam  c. ponēbar 

B. Choose the Latin verb to correctly translate each underlined phrase: **look for uses of the 

subjunctive, indirect statement, deponent verbs, and sequence of tenses here** 

Example: I think that you are awesome. 

  a. es   b. sis   c. esse 

VIII. 10: Translation: Choose the best translation for each sentence (3 choices) 

Example: Putō sōlem cotidiē surrectūrum esse. 

a. I think that the sun will rise every day. 

b. I think that the sun often rises. 

c. I think that the sun rose the day before. 


